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Timo Goes Camping

Story Summary
When Suki invites her friends on
a camping trip, Timo is wary. None
of them hasever gone camping
before. But a little research at the
Toadstool Corners library makes
him feel better—until the first
accident happens. Bogs trips on a
paddle, and Suki laughs. Hedgewick
capsizes a canoe, and Suki teases.
Now Timo dreads being the next one to make a mistake. Can
he get through the trip without making a fool of himself? And
even if he does, will his friendship with Suki ever be the same?
Victoria Allenby has been writing poetry and stories for as long
as she can remember. Her debut picture book, Nat the Cat Can
Sleep Like That, won the 2014 Preschool Reads Award and was
nominated for the 2015 SYRCA Shining Willow Award. She has
followed up the success of this debut with the critically acclaimed
early readers Timo’s Garden and Timo’s Party, as well as the
picture books Rhino Rumpus and Good Morning, Grumple.Victoria lives in Toronto, Ontario.
Dean Griffiths is a popular picture book artist with more than
25 titles to his name. His many awards include the Christie Harris
Illustrated Children’s Book Prize for Maggie Can’t Wait, the
Chocolate Lily Award for Ballerinas Don’t Wear Glasses, and the
Rainforest of Reading Award for Bad Pirate. Dean’s most recent
books include Timo’s Party and Best Pirate. Dean lives in Duncan,
British Columbia, with his daughter.
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Additional Resources
Pair with:
Willow Finds a Way by Lana Button (standing up to bullying)
Chrysanthemum by Kevin Henkes (standing up to bullying)

Related Books:
Essential Knots by Neville Oliffe (comes with a piece of rope)
Online Videos:
Canoe Song (round) www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqH9GrEY1Os
Additional Information:
Water safety: www.lifesavingsociety.com/swim-to-survive/swim-to-survive/teacher-resources.aspx
Knots: www.boatsafe.com/kids/knots.htm
Comprehension Skills - The Guide to Effective Instruction in Reading K-3, page 2.7:
www.eworkshop.on.ca/edu/resources/guides/Reading_K_3_English.pdf
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Curriculum Connections
• Comprehension Skills: Predict, activate prior knowledge, create sensory
images of the text
• Elements of Style: similes, alliteration, rhyme, personification
• Text features: lists, table of contents, maps, sidebars, labeled diagrams,
instructions, definitions
• Vocabulary building: hermit, orienteering, cardinal directions, navigator,
shaft, guffaw, tinder, kindling, portage
• Social Studies: map features; lifestyles of First Nations, explorers, early
settlers around the early 19th century
• Science: Forces causing movement; strong and stable structures
• First Nations Connections (canoeing, portaging, cooking)

Before Reading
Discuss:
Look at the cover of the book. Do you think it will be an information book
or a story? Why? What do you think the story will be about? Have you ever
gone camping?

During Reading
Discuss:
• P. 8-9 “I know what I need,” What would you say that Timo needs?
• P. 10 Why the nonfiction section?
• P. 11 What is this? How do you use it?
• P. 13 Why is Timo making notes?
• P. 24-25 simile: “spat them out like two watermelon seeds”
• P. 28 alliteration “ferny forest”
• P. 30 personification “the leaves whispered quietly to each other”
• P. 34 alliteration “sizzled and spat”
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After Reading
Discuss:
• Were you right in your prediction of the type of book this is? It is fiction,
but why are there so many nonfiction text features in it (e.g. table of
contents, labelled diagram, instructions, sidebar, definitions, maps, lists)?
(It is a fictional story in which the character reads a nonfiction book and
uses other nonfiction texts)

•

How did the different characters react when Suki laughed at them? Go
back and check p. 18 (“Toad of Tunes”), p. 21 (“camp librarian”), p. 26-27
(“King of the River”), p. 32-33 (“new tent dress”). Discuss the idea of
friends laughing at/with one another. Is it fun? Is it mean? Does it depend
on the situation? How can you tell? (see p. 42 for how the characters
discussed it)

•

Compare how Timo felt after Rae’s compliment “That was some nice
knot-tying” with how he felt after Suki called him “camp librarian.” Discuss the effect of the words themselves and also how they were spoken.
Timo also felt self-conscious or nervous after his friends were teased.
Has that ever happened to you?

•

Do people like being called by a nickname? What should you do if you
hear other people using a nickname but you don’t know how that
person feels about it? Does it matter how the nickname is spoken (with
respect or contempt)?
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Activities
• A worksheet on reading and writing with sensory imagery is available

•

Visit a planetarium

•

Plan a star-gazing evening in a rural (dark-sky) area. Invite families to
come to a designated location after dark (dark comes earliest 		
November to January). If possible, have a campfire and someone to play
guitar. If this is not possible, sing campfire songs sitting on the floor of
the darkened gym around a battery-lit “fire”.

•

Visit an outdoor education center or camp. Some summer camps offer
day programs for school groups in the spring. See if they offer orienteering or any of the other activities that Timo and his friends experienced.

•

Make a scavenger hunt in the schoolyard. Give each pair of students a
list of things to find and a map showing where each item is to be found.
Some can be natural (e.g. pebbles) and some can be stashed by you.

•

Make a “How to tie knots” center in the classroom. Provide short pieces
of rope and illustrated instructions, videos, or books.

•

Post the cardinal directions in the classroom and refer to them throughout the year. (e.g. “Let’s hang up our artwork on the north wall,” “Put
your pencil on the south side of your notebook,” play games in which
students must take a given number of steps in given directions, etc.). Do
the same in the gym and have students run to each direction as you call.

•

On chart paper, make a list of map features your students are required
to learn (e.g. compass rose, title, legend, marks for bodies of water, land,
rivers, etc.,). Discuss which of these are present on Suki’s map and which
are missing. Have the students make a “new and improved” map for Suki.
Have them re-tell the story orally, pointing to the location of each event
on their map.

•

The next time you are at the school library, point out the nonfiction
section and see if there are any camping, knot-tying or canoeing books.
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•

Brainstorm a list of things the students know how to do. Have each
student write instructions for a beginner to learn how to do one of
them.

•

Science: Strong and Stable Structures/Forces Causing Movement: build
paper/cardboard canoes that can carry a load (e.g. pebbles). Test them in
a descending watercourse erected outdoors from eavestrough or similar
material, fed with flowing water from a hose or bucket.

•

Relate Timo’s adventure to Social Studies curriculum—Research how
some of Timo’s activities would have been done by First Nations people
around the early nineteenth century: which family/community members
collected firewood, built fires, cooked over a fire, built shelters, paddled a
canoe, carried a canoe? Research how these skills were shared with
explorers or early settlers. Compare the environmental impact of canoeing with that of motorized boating.
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